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ABOUT THE FIRM

For over past decade, our reputation as Kenya’s
leading Security Company has been forged through
our unwavering belief in being accountable to our
clients.
With our depth of knowledge, our focus on
innovation and our never ending desire for self
improvement, Radar is your best choice when
looking for a dedicated security partner that’s
committed to exceeding your highest expectations.
No request is too big and no detail is too small. We
are there to service you, our valued client. We put
the satisfaction of our clients and our staff first! Our
industry leading methods have proven this
philosophy works, and with this in mind the success
of Radar Security is inevitable.
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Radar Security strives to provide the client a
custom security package specifically tailored to
meet all needs including immediate response,
complete investigations, secured premises, a
detailed report, modern technology and solutions
but most importantly a good night’s sleep! We will
provide the very best in quality which, in no
uncertain terms, means investing heavily into the
selection, support, supervision and personal
development of our people.

We know from experience that providing the best
security is about having the right people for each specific job
environment. At Radar, we meet the needs of every job by using
our strategic staffing model.
This means that we determine the specific mix of skills and
attributes needed for each position, so you can feel confident
knowing you’re getting the best person for the job. Radar offers
a variety of guard services as a way to customize a security
solution that fits your unique environment and budget.
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Radar Services
Our commitment to training delivers top
quality personnel to our clients, and
empowers our employees with useful skills.
Looking for a Security Officer with skills?
Here are a few areas covered in our
training program. The success of our
employees is credited to our ongoing
training and support.

The security guards at Radar are
capable of responding to any type of alarm
in any environment, including your home or
private property. Regardless of where your
alarm goes off, our qualified alarm
response personnel are trained and ready
to handle your alarm calls professionally.
Our security guards have earned an
outstanding reputation for fast response
times and quickly getting a situation under
control.

All of our canine security dogs and
handlers are trained and certified to the
standards set. Our dogs are trained in
skills such as intruder detection,
searching, patrolling and handler
protection.
In order to ensure the continuation of
excellent service, all of our dogs are
constantly assessed and training is given
to both dogs and handlers by our own
approved trainer.
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Radar Limited was incorporated in
December 1997 and commenced
operations in January 1998.

We pride ourselves on being a small enough company to be able to
personally know and interact with our clients on a regular basis, a trait
that can sometimes be lost when a company gets too large or becomes
publicly traded. Everyone on our team works for the Clients who buy our
services.
The greatest measure of our success is how well we please the
customer, “Our Boss”.
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O

ur mission is to provide our clients with
quite the finest services and products
that are available in the marke place. Our
dedicated management team is comprised of security professionals who have years of
experience in the field. This front line knowledge
and insight has not only been instrumental in helping Radar revolutionize security practices in the
industry, it has also resulted in the company being
recognized as one of our country, Kenya’s Best
Managed for many years running.

100% owned and operated by our senior leadership team, our owners all work full time in the
business in senior management capacities. Having
owners as senior management is a key advantage
to clients because it allows us to make decisions
and respond to situations quickly and proactively.
Radar’s proven management strategy revolves
around a strong corporate culture. This includes
our belief in creating a dedicated and professional
environment. Promoting employee care allows us
to leverage our team’s potential and deliver
superior client service. This commitment has been
repeatedly recognized as one of Kenya’s most
admired security corporate cultures, through a
rigorous and independent third party evaluation
process.

Management
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Emergency Management

Our methodology is built on forty years of experience in the field, through
proven best practice, execution and
ongoing support of Emergency
Management programs. We start by
incorporating an ‘all-hazards’ approach to emergency management functions, built around the four
fundamental EM tenets of Mitigation, Preparedness,
Response and Recovery.
Our strategic and comprehensive
programs are designed to start the
moment of disruption to accomplish the following
objectives:
•
Protect People
•
Protect Property
•
•

While we recognize the likelihood of a disaster
occurring is uncertain, it is vital that our clients have
robust emergency response and business
continuity plans in place that address critical
operations and essential services.
We are uniquely prepared to provide this
proactive service to our clients by constantly
evolving and updating their EM&BC plans. Together,
we can strengthen your business during a disaster
and effective resumption of business activities post
disruption.

Protect Reputation
Protect the Environment

N

atural disasters, health pandemics, power outages, cyber-attacks and other emergencies are increasingly common and could ruin your organization if not prepared. While we recognize the likelihood of a disaster occurring is uncertain, it is vital that our clients have robust emergency response
and business continuity plans in place that address critical operations and essential services. We
are uniquely prepared to provide this proactive service to our clients by constantly evolving and updating
their Emergency Management plans.
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Radar Courier is a reliable, prompt and efficient division of Radar
Limited, which is a Kenyan, owned Security Company headquartered in
Nairobi, Kenya with offices countrywide.
Thus providing our customer’s a ‘ One stop shop for all their logistics needs’. Radar Courier Limited prides
itself in understanding our customer’s needs, striving to give our customer the best quality of service,
ensuring we remain the customers’ first choice for fast, secure and personalized deliveries, whilst
maintaining professionalism and integrity.
Radar Courier’s vision is to be the customer’s first choice for fast secure on time collections/deliveries and
logistics solutions in Kenya and to any destination in the World. The mission is to be the preferred partner
in logistics solutions in the market. In the pursuit of its vision and mission, Radar Courier upholds the core
values of integrity, professionalism, accountability, transparency and innovativeness in all its transactions with
customers.

W

e work with a range of partners who
have a well-established courier
and logistics solutions to various
clients. Thus providing access to
over 200 destinations locally within the country
and over 3000 destinations overseas.
Thus providing our customer’s a ‘ One stop
shop for all their logistics needs’. Radar
Courier Limited prides itself in
understanding our customer’s needs, striving to
give our customer the best quality of service,
ensuring we remain the customers’ first choice
for fast, secure and personalized deliveries,
whilst maintaining professionalism and integrity.
Radar Courier’s vision is to be the customer’s
first choice for fast secure on time collections/
deliveries and logistics solutions in Kenya and to
any destination in the World. The mission is to
be the preferred partner in logistics solutions in
the market. In the pursuit of its vision and mission, Radar Courier upholds the core values of
integrity, professionalism, accountability, transparency and innovativeness in all its transactions with customers.
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VIP Security

Our executive protection teams provide security
services for diplomats and commercial clients in
high-risk and complex environments. Executive
protection is a necessary security measure for
individuals who may be exposed to elevated
personal risk because of their employment,
celebrity status, wealth, associations, geographical
location, or any other reason that would make them
the target of a physical attack or kidnapping.
Our Executive Protection services include detailed
planning and advance preparations, using the latest
counter-surveillance methods and protective
intelligence analysis and reporting in conjunction
with physical security.
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Quality Statement

W

e have established this quality policy to be consistent with the purpose and context of our organization. It provides a framework for the setting and review of objectives in addition to our commitment
to satisfy applicable customers’, regulatory and legislative requirements as well as our commitment
to continually improve our management system.

Customer focus: As a company we have made a commitment to understand our current and future customers’
needs; meet their requirements and strive to exceed their expectations.
Leadership: Our Board of Directors have committed to creating and maintaining a working environment in which
people become fully involved in achieving our objectives.
Engagement of people: As a company we recognise that people are the essence of any good business and
that their full involvement enables their abilities to be used for our benefit.

Process approach: As a company we understand that a desired result is achieved more efficiently when
activities and related resources are managed as a process or series of interconnected processes.
Improvement: We have committed to achieving continual improvement across all aspects of our quality
management system; it is one of our main annual objectives.
Evidence-based decision making: As a company we have committed to only make decisions relating to our
QMS following an analysis of relevant data and information.

Our policy is also to meet the requirements of other
interested parties and in meeting our social,
environmental and legislative responsibilities.
We have produced quality objectives which relate to
this policy and they can be found in document R03
Quality Objectives.
This policy is available to all interested
parties as well as being made available to the wider
community through publication on our Website and
Company Noticeboard.

Our resources have strong academic backgrounds
and industry experience. They stay ahead by keeping
abreast with the changes in technology and domain
skills. This together with our proven value-added
performance management and performance
quality management approaches, we strive to achieve
our Client’s goals as well uniformly administer
operating procedures and standards.

Relationship management: Radar Security Limited recognises that an organization and the relationship it has
with its external providers are interdependent and a mutually beneficial relationship enhances the ability of both
to create value.
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Argwings Kodhek Road, Kilimani
P.O BOX 76690-00508, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: 2420000, 2129123, 2129124
Mobile: 724-256649
Customer service/inquiries: 788-100117
Emergency tel: 722-894222, 732-894222
Email: info@radarsecurity.co.ke
Email: customerservice@radarsecurity.co.ke
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